
Richard Feynman and computation

TONY HEY

The enormous contribution of Richard Feynman to modern physics is well known, both to

teaching through his famous Feynman Lectures on Physics, and to research with his

Feynman diagram approach to quantum ® eld theory and his path integral formulation of

quantum mechanics. Less well known perhaps is his long-standing interest in the physics of

computation and this is the subject of this paper. Feynman lectured on computation at

Caltech for most of the last decade of his life, ® rst with John Hop® eld and Carver Mead,

and then with Gerry Sussman. The story of how these lectures came to be written up as the

Feynman Lectures on Computation is brie¯ y recounted. Feynman also discussed the

fundamentals of computation with other legendary ® gures of the computer science and

physics community such as Ed Fredkin, Rolf Landauer, Carver Mead, Marvin Minsky and

John Wheeler. He was also instrumental in stimulating developments in both nanotechnol-

ogy and quantum computing. During the 1980s Feynman re-visited long-standing interests

both in parallel computing with GeoŒrey Fox and Danny Hillis, and in reversible

computation and quantum computing with Charles Bennett, Norman Margolus, Tom ToŒoli

and Wojciech Zurek. This paper records Feynman’ s links with the computational community

and includes some reminiscences about his involvement with the fundamentals of computing.

1. Introduction

The Feynman Lectures on Computation [1] were ® nally

published in September 1996, some eight years after his

death. How did an English Professor of Computer Science

come to be editingFeynman’s lecturesgiven at Caltech which

he did not even attend? In November 1987, I received a phone

call in Southampton from Helen Tuck, Feynman’s secretary

for many years, saying that Feynman wanted me to help

write up his lecture notes on computation. Sixteen years

earlier, as a post-doc at Caltech, I had declined the

opportunity to work with Finn Ravndal on editing

Feynman’s `Parton’ lectures [2] on the grounds that it would

be a distraction from my research. I had often regretted my

decision so I did not take much persuading this time around.

At Caltech in the early 1970s, I had been a theoretical particle

physicist, but ten years later, on a sabbatical visit to Caltech

in 1981, I became interested in computationalphysicsÐ play-

ing with Monte Carlo and variational methods that I later

found out were similar to techniques Feynman had used

years beforeat Los Alamos.While I was there in 1981, Carver

Mead gave a memorable lecture about the future of

VLSIÐ Very Large Scale IntegrationÐ and the semiconduc-

tor industry. I returned to Southampton inspired by Mead’s

vision of the future and set about exploring the potential of

parallel computing for computational science. Four years

later, I completed my move from physics to computer

science, when I moved to the Department of Electronics and

Computer Science at Southampton. Two years after that, I

received the call from Helen Tuck.

The o� cial record at Caltech [3] lists Feynman as joining

with John Hop® eld and Carver Mead in the fall of 1981 to

give an interdisciplinary course entitled `The Physics of

Computation’. The course was given for two years although

Feynman was ill with cancer during the ® rst year and Mead

on sabbatical for much of the second. A handout from the

course of 1982/83 reveals the ¯ avor of the course: a basic

primer on computation, computability and information

theory followed by a section titled `Limits on computation

arising in the physical world and `fundamental’ limits on

computation.’ The lectures that year were mainly given by

Feynman and Hop® eld with guest lectures from experts such

as Marvin Minsky, Charles Bennett and John Cocke.
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In the fall of 1983, Feynman ® rst gave a course on

computing by himself, listed in the Caltech record as being

called `Potentialities and Limitations of Computing Ma-

chines’. In the following years 1984/85 and 1985/86, the

lectures were taped and it was from those tapes and

Feynman’s notebooks that the lectures were reconstructed.

In reply to Helen Tuck, I told her I was visiting Caltech in

January 1988 to talk at the Hypercube Conference. This was

a parallel computing conference that originated from the

pioneering work at Caltech by GeoŒrey Fox and Chuck

Seitz on the `Cosmic Cube’ parallel computer. I talked with

Feynman in January and he was very keen that his lectures

on computation should see the light of day. I agreed to take

on the project and we agreed to keep in touch. Alas,

Feynman died a month later and there was no chance for a

more detailed dialogue about the proposed content of the

published lectures.

As advertised, Feynman’s lecture course set out to

explore the limitations and potentialities of computers.

Although the lectures were given over ten years ago, much

of the material is relatively `timeless’ and represents a

Feynmanesque overview of some fairly standard topics in

computer science. Taken as a whole, however, the course

was unusual and de® nitely interdisciplinary in content and

analysis. Besides giving the `Feynman treatment’ to subjects

such as computability, Turing machines (or as Feynman

said `Mr Turing’s machines’ ), Shannon’s theorem and

information theory, Feynman also discussed reversible

computation, thermodynamics of computation and quan-

tum computation. Such a wide-ranging discussion of the

fundamental basis of computers was undoubtedly unique

for its time and a `sideways’ Feynman-type view of the

whole of computing. Not all aspects of computing are

discussed in the lectures and there are many omissions,

programming languages and operating systems to name but

two. Nevertheless, the lectures did represent a survey of the

fundamental limitations of digital computers.

Feynman was not a professional computer scientist and

he covered a large amount of material very rapidly,

emphasizing essentials rather than exploring all the details.

Having said this, his approach to the subject was resolutely

practical and this is underlined in his treatment of

computability theory with his decision to approach the

subject via a detailed discussion of Turing machines.

Feynman takes obvious pleasure in explaining how some-

thing apparently as simple as a Turing machine can arrive

at such momentous conclusions. His philosophy of

learning and discovery also comes through very strongly

in the lectures. Feynman constantly emphasized the

importance of working things out for yourself, trying

things out and playing around before looking in the book

to see how the `experts’ have done things. The lectures

constitute a fascinating insight into Feynman’s way of

working.

In at least one respect the published lectures do not do

justice to Feynman’s course. Included along with the topics

discussed above were lectures by invited speakers on a

variety of what Feynman called `advanced applications’ of

computers. The choice of speaker not only re¯ ected topics

that Feynman thought important but also the ® gures in the

computational community with whom he had interacted

over the years. The purpose of this article is to put on

record these relationships and shed light on Feynman’s

contribution to the ® eld of computation.

2. Feynman’s course on computation

We begin with a look at the evolution of the Feynman

computation lectures from the viewpoint of the three

colleagues who participated in their construction. As we

have seen, in 1981/82 and 1982/83, Feynman, John

Hop® eld and Carver Mead gave an interdisciplinary course

at Caltech entitled `The Physics of Computation’. The

diŒerent memories that John Hop® eld and Carver Mead

have of the course are an interesting contrast. Feynman was

hospitalized with cancer during the ® rst year and Hop® eld

remembers this year of the course as `a disaster’, with him

and Mead wandering `over an immense continent of

intellectual terrain without a map’ [4]. Mead is more

charitable in his remembrances [5] but both agreed that the

course left many students mysti® ed. After a second year of

the course, in which Feynman was able to play an active

role, the three concluded that there was enough material for

three courses and that each would go his own way.

The next year, 1983/84, Gerry Sussman was visiting

Caltech on sabbatical leave from MIT intending to work on

astrophysics. Back at MIT, Sussman supervised Feynman’s

son, Carl Feynman, as a student in Computer Science, and

at Caltech, Feynman had enjoyed Abelson and Sussman’ s

famous `Yellow Wizard Book’ on `The Structure and

Interpretation of Computer Programs’ . Feynman therefore

invited Sussman to lunch at the Athenaeum, the Caltech

Faculty Club, and agreed a characteristic `deal’ with

SussmanÐ Sussman would help Feynman develop his

course on the `Potentialities and Limitations of Computing

Machines’ in return for Feynman having lunch with him

after the lectures. As Sussman says, t̀hat was one of the

best deals I ever made in my life’ [6].

The topics on which Feynman interacted with these three

are an indication of the breadth of his interests. With

Hop® eld, Feynman discussed the problem of how to

implement Hop® eld’s neural networks [7], in parallel, on

the Connection Machine. Hop® eld found it curious that

Feynman was not himself interested in building models of

the brainÐ although there are many stories testifying to

Feynman’s interest in the way the brain worked.

From Mead, Feynman learnt about the physics of VLSI

and the reasons for the silicon scaling behaviour underlying
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Moore’s Law. In 1968, Gordon Moore had asked Mead

`whether [quantum] tunnelling would be a major limitation

on how small we could make transistors in an integrated

circuit’. This question and its answer took Mead `on a

detour that lasted thirty years’ [5]. Mead and Feynman also

had many arguments about the right way to present

electrodynamics and in particular about the role of the

vector potential. Mead always thought Feynman evaded

the issue in his famous red Feynman Lectures on Physics [8].

While Sussman was at Caltech, he initiated the building

of a `Digital Orrery’, a special-purpose computer designed

to do high-precision numerical integrations of planetary

motions. Much to Sussman’s surprise, relatively little was

known about the numerical analysis for this classical

problem. A serious problem with such very long integra-

tionsÐ Sussman set a new record of 845 million years with

Jack Wisdom [9]Ð is the build-up of numerical errors.

Feynman spent a considerable amount of time during that

year helping Sussman understand this problem.

3. Reducing the size

Feynman had a long-standing interest in the limitations due

to size, beginning with his famous 1959 lecture `There’s

Plenty of Room at the Bottom’, subtitled `an invitation to

enter a new ® eld of physics’ [10]. In this astonishing lecture,

given as an after-dinner speech at a meeting of the

American Physical Society, Feynman talked about `the

problem of manipulating and controlling things on a small

scale’, by which he meant the `staggeringly small world that

is below’. He went on to speculate that `in the year 2000,

when they look back at this age, they will wonder why it

was not until the year 1960 that anybody began seriously to

move in this direction’ . In his talk Feynman also oŒered

two prizes of $1000Ð one `to the ® rst guy who makes an

operating electric motor . . . [which] is only 1/64 inch cube’,

and a second t̀o the ® rst guy who can take the information

on the page of a book and put it on an area 1/25 000 smaller

in linear scale in such a manner that it can be read by an

electron microscope’ . He paid out on bothÐ the ® rst, less

than a year later, to Bill McLellan, a Caltech alumnus, for a

miniature motor which satis ® ed the speci® cations but

which was a disappointment to Feynman in that it required

no new technical advances (® gures 1 and 2). Feynman gave

an updated version of his talk in 1983 to the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. He then predicted t̀hat with today’s technol-

ogy we can easily . . . construct motors a fortieth of that size

in each dimension, 64 000 times smaller than . . . McLellan’s

motor, and we can make thousands of them at a time’ [11].

It was not for another 26 years that he had to pay out on

the second prize, this time to a Stanford graduate student

named Tom Newman. The scale of Feynman’s challenge

was equivalent to writing all twenty-four volumes of the

Encyclopedia Brittanica on the head of a pin (® gure 3).

Newman calculated that each individual letter would be

only about ® fty atoms wide and, using electron-beam

lithography, he was eventually able to write the ® rst page of

Charles Dickens A Tale of Two Cities at 1/25 000 reduction

in scale (® gure 4). Feynman’s paper is often credited with

Figure 1. Letter from Feynman to Bill McLellan about his

invention of a miniature motor.

Figure 2. Feynman examines Bill McLellan’s motor, 1960.
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Figure 3. Newspaper report on Stanford graduate student, Tom Newman, winning the second prize oŒered by Feynman, 1986.

Figure 4. The ® rst page of Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two C ities at 12 characters per micron. (Reproduced with permission from

Professor F. Pease, Stanford University, USA)
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starting the ® eld of nanotechnology and there are now

regular `Feynman Nanotechnology Prize’ competitions.

Rolf Landauer, who himself has made major contribu-

tions to our understanding of computational and informa-

tional limits, has contrasted the reception given to

Feynman’s paper with that given to a seminal paper by

his late IBM colleague John Swanson, which addressed the

question of `how much memory could be obtained from a

given quantity of storage material’ [12]. Swanson’s paper

appeared in 1960, around the same time as Feynman’s

`Room at the Bottom’ paper. In Landauer’s opinion,

`Feynman’s paper, with its proposal of small machines

making still smaller machines, was that of a supremely

gifted visionary and amateur; Swanson’s that of a profes-

sional in the ® eld’ [13]. Landauer also deplores the impact

of fashions in scienceÐ while acknowledging that Feynman

`was very far from a follower of fashions’ . Nevertheless,

such was Feynman’s in¯ uence that he could very often start

fashions, and an unfortunate side-eŒect of his somewhat

cavalier attitude to referencing relevant prior workÐ that

he himself had not needed to readÐ was that scientists such

as Rolf Landauer and Paul BenioŒdid not always get the

credit they deserved. This was an unfortunate and

unintended side-eŒect of Feynman’s way of working and

in the published Lectures on Computation [1] I used my

editorial prerogative to set the record a bit straighter with

regard to references.

Marvin Minsky was a long term friend of Feynman who

also participated in the lecture course. He recalls Feyn-

man’s suspicions of continuous functions and how he liked

the idea that space± time might in fact be discrete [14].

Feynman was fascinated by the question `How could there

possibly be an in® nite amount of information in any ® nite

volume?’

4. Quantum limits

The study of the computational limitations due to quantum

mechanics really became respectable as an academic ® eld

after Feynman attended a 1981 conference at MIT on the

`Physics of Computation’, organized by Ed Fredkin, Rolf

Landauer and Tom ToŒoli. As Landauer has remarked

`Feynman’s mere participation, together with his will-

ingness to accept an occasional lecture invitation in this

area, have helped to emphasize that this is an interesting

subject’ [13]. Feynman’s keynote speechÐ `Simulating

Physics with Computers’Ð contained the suggestion of the

possibility of constructing a `quantum computer’ [15]. At

the conference, after claiming not to `know what a keynote

speech is’, Feynman proceeded to give a masterful keynote

speech. In the talk he credited his entire interest in the

subject to Ed Fredkin and thanked him for `wonderful,

intense and interminable arguments’. Feynman begins by

discussing the question of whether a universal computer

can simulate physics exactly and then goes on to consider

whether a `classical’ computer can e� ciently simulate

quantum mechanics with its quantum probabilities. Only

Feynman could discuss `hidden variables’, the Einstein±

Podolsky± Rosen paradox and produce a proof of Bell’ s

Theorem, without mentioning John Bell. In fact, the paper

contains no references at allÐ but it does contain the idea of

simulating a quantum system using a new type of non-

Turing, quantum computer. Feynman had the insight that

a quantum computer would be able to simulate quantum

systems more e� ciently than a classical computer. It is also

interesting to see Feynman confessing that he’s `not sure

there’s no real problem’ with quantum mechanics.

Feynman learnt much of his initial knowledge of

reversible computation from Charles Bennett. A colleague

of Rolf Landauer at IBM Research in Yorktown Heights,

Bennett is famous for his resolution of the problem of

Maxwell’s Demon and for his demonstration of the

feasibility of reversible computation. He has also made

important contributions both to the theory of quantum

cryptography and quantum teleportation. In a wonderful

advertisement, shown to me gleefully by Rolf Landauer,

IBM Marketing Department went overboard on Bennett’s

work on teleportation. Invoking images of `Star Trek’, the

ad proclaimed `An IBM scientist and his colleagues have

discovered a way to make an object disintegrate in one

place and reappear intact in another’. An elderly lady

pictured in the ad talking on the telephone to a friend says

`Stand by. I’ll teleport you some goulash.’ Her promise may

be `a little premature,’ the ad says, but ÌBM is working on

it’ . Charles Bennett was embarrassed by these claims and

was later quoted as saying `In any organization there’s a

certain tension between the research end and the advertis-

ing end. I struggled hard with them over it, but perhaps I

didn’t struggle hard enough’. Bennett has recently been

actively involved in exciting developments of quantum

information theory, including applications of `quantum

entanglement’ Ð a term used by SchroÈ dinger as long ago as

1935 [16]Ð and possible `entanglement puri® cation’ techni-

ques [17].

5. Parallel computation

Feynman’s ® rst involvement with parallel computing

probably dates back to his time at Los Alamos during

the Manhattan Project. There was a problem with the ÌBM

group’, who were performing calculations of the energy

released for diŒerent designs of the implosion bomb. At this

date in 1944, the IBM machines used by the IBM group

were not computers but multipliers, adders, sorters and

collators. The problem was that the group had only

managed to complete three calculations in nine months

prior to Feynman taking charge. After he assumed control,

there was a complete transformation and the group were
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able to complete nine calculations in three months, three

times as many in a third of the time. How was this done? As

Feynman explains in Surely You’ re Joking, Mr. Feynman

[18], his team used parallel processing to allow them to

work on two or three problems at the same time.

Unfortunately, this spectacular increase in productivity

resulted in management assuming that a single job took

only two weeks or soÐ and that a month was plenty of time

to do the calculation for the ® nal test con® guration.

Feynman and his team then had to do the much more

di� cult task of ® guring out how to parallelize a single

problem.

During the 1980s, Feynman became familiar with two

pioneering parallel computing systemsÐ the Connection

Machine, made by Thinking Machines Corporation in

Boston, and the Cosmic Cube, built by GeoŒrey Fox and

Chuck Seitz at Caltech. Parallel computing was one of the

`advanced topics’ discussed in the lecture course and both

types of parallel architecture exempli® ed by the Connection

Machine and the Cosmic Cube were analysed in some

detail. Parallel computing was in its infancy and in 1985

Feynman talked optimistically of the future for parallel

computing. In a little-known talk he gave in Japan as the

1985 Nishina Memorial Lecture [19], besides discussing the

perceived problems of energy consumption and size

limitations for future computers, Feynman also takes a

position on the place of parallel computing in the future.

However, as GeoŒrey Fox has said [20], the problem is not

that parallel computing cannot be made to work eŒectively

for many types of scienti® c problems. The outstanding

problem is that the size of the market for parallel

computers has been insu� cient to allow the development

of high quality, high-level parallel programming environ-

ments that are easy to use. In addition, there is no

straightforward migration path for users with large

quantities of l̀egacy’ sequential software. Feynman’s

optimistic suggestion that `programmers will just have to

learn how to do it’, while true for the `Grand Challenge’

type of scienti® c problems, has not yet come true in a

commercial sense.

Over a decade on from the heady days of the Cosmic

Cube, Fox has re¯ ected on the failure of parallel computing

and computational science to become a major focus for

growth over the last ten years. Instead, he argues that

parallel computing and computational science have evolved

into the new ® eld of Ìnternetics’ . This term, ® rst coined by

Fox’ s colleague Xiaoming Li, embodies both the technol-

ogy and the expertise required to build large-scale

distributed computing systems, together with the exploding

number of applications engendered by the Internet and the

World Wide Web.

Feynman’s ® rst-hand involvement with parallel comput-

ing has been chronicled by Danny Hillis [21]. Feynman’s

son Carl, then an undergraduate at MIT, was helping Hillis

with his ambitious thesis project to design a new type of

parallel computer powerful enough to solve common sense

reasoning problems. Over lunch, one day in the spring of

1983, Hillis told Feynman he was founding a company to

build this machine. After saying that this was `positively the

dopiest idea I ever heard’, Feynman agreed to work as a

consultant for the new company. As Hillis recounts, when

Feynman was told the name of the company `Thinking

Machines Corporation’ he was delighted. `That’s good.

Now I don’t have to explain to people that I work with a

bunch of loonies. I can just tell them the name of the

company.’ What shines through the article by Hillis is

Feynman’s need to be involved with the details Ð with the

implementation of Hop® eld’s neural networks, with a

clever algorithm for computing a logarithm, and with

Quantum Chromo-Dynamics using a parallel-processing

version of BASIC he had devised. Feynman’s triumph

came with the design of the message router that enabled the

64 000 processors of the machine to communicate. Using an

unconventional method of analysis based on diŒerential

equations, he had come up with a more e� cient design than

that of the engineers who had used conventional discrete

methods in their analysis. Hillis describes how engineering

constraints on chip size forced them to set aside their initial

distrust of Feynman’s solution and use it in anger.

One of the earliest applications on the Connection

Machine was John Conway’s `Game of Life’. This is an

example of a simple cellular automaton model. Feynman

was always interested in the idea that down at the bottom,

space and time might actually be discrete. What we observe

as continuous physics might be merely the large-scale

average of the behaviour of vast numbers of tiny cells. In

one of the original lecture schedules, Norman Margolus,

one of leaders of current research into cellular automata

[22], gave a lecture on `billiard ball computers’ .

6. Fundamentals

As Rolf Landauer has said of John Archibald Wheeler [23],

`[his] impact on quantum computation has been substan-

tialÐ through his papers, his involvement in meetings, and

particularly through his students and associates’ . Feynman

was an early student of Wheeler, of course, and so was

Wojciech Zurek, now a major ® gure in the ® eld. In Zurek’s

view, Wheeler’s 1989 paper, entitled Ìnformation, Physics,

QuantumÐ The Search for Links’ [24], is `still a great,

forward-looking call to arms’ [25]. The credo of the paper is

summarized by the slogan It from Bit Ð the hypothesis that

every item of the physical world, be it particle or ® eld of

force, ultimately derives its very existence from apparatus-

solicited answers to binary, yes/no questions.

Another in¯ uential ® gure in the computational commu-

nity is Ed Fredkin, who ® rst met Feynman in 1962. Fredkin

and Marvin Minsky were in Pasadena with nothing to do
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one evening and they `sort of invited themselves’ to

Feynman’s house. The three discussed many things until

the early hours of the morning and, in particular, the

problem of whether a computer could perform algebraic

manipulations. Fredkin credits the origin of MIT’s

MACSYMA algebraic computing project to that discus-

sion in Pasadena [26].

Fredkin later visited Caltech as a Fairchild Scholar in

1974. The deal this time was that Feynman would teach

Fredkin quantum mechanics and Fredkin would teach

Feynman computer science [27]. Fredkin believes he got

the better of the deal: `It was very hard to teach

Feynman something because he didn’t want to let anyone

teach him anything. What Feynman always wanted was

to be told a few hints as to what the problem was and

then to ® gure it out for himself. When you tried to save

him time by just telling him what he needed to know, he

got angry because you would be depriving him of the

satisfaction of discovering it for himself.’ Besides learning

quantum mechanics, Fredkin’s other assignment to

himself during this year was to understand the problem

of reversible computation. They had a wonderful year of

creative arguments and Fredkin invented Conservative

Logic and the `Fredkin Gate’ Ð which led to Fredkin’s

billiard ball computer. During one of their arguments

Feynman got so exasperated that he broke oŒ the

argument and started to quiz Fredkin about quantum

mechanics. After a while he stopped the quiz and said

`The trouble with you is not that you don’t understand

quantum mechanics.’

7. Feynman stories

Murray Gell-Mann, Feynman’s long-time colleague at

Caltech, always deplored the way Feynman `surrounded

himself with a cloud of myth’ and the fact that `he spent a

great deal of time and energy generating anecdotes about

himself’ [28]. In fact, I think the stories generate themselves.

For example, in 1997 Ed Fredkin came to Southampton to

help us celebrate the 50th anniversary of our Department of

Electronics and Computer ScienceÐ as far as we know the

® rst, speci® cally èlectronics’ department in the world. Ed

gave a talk which included an amusing Feynman story.

With apologies to Ed, I would like to tell it here.

The story concerns the so-called `twin paradox’ in

relativity. In his book, Feynman had written `You can’t

make a spaceship clock, by any means whatsoever, that

keeps time with the clocks at home.’ Now Fredkin

happened to be teaching a course and this subject came

up. In thinking about the paradox, Fredkin came up with a

trivial way to make a spaceship clock that did keep time

with the clock at home. Before making a fool of himself in

front of his students, Fredkin thought he’d check with

Feynman ® rst. There was, of course, an ulterior motive for

doing this and that was to s̀andbag’ FeynmanÐ a thing

that Fredkin loved to do but rarely succeeded. The

telephone conversation went something like this. Fredkin

said `It says in your book that it is impossible for a clock on

the spaceship to keep time with a clock at home. Is that

correct?’ Feynman replied `What it says in the book is

absolutely correct.’ Having set him up, Fredkin countered

`OK, but what if I made a clock this way . . . .’ and then

proceeded to describe how his proposed clock had knowl-

edge of the whole trajectory and could be programmed to

put the `back home’ time on the face of the clock.

`Wouldn’t that keep time with the clocks back home?’

Feynman said `That is absolutely correct.’ Fredkin replied

`Then what does that mean about what’s in your book?’

Feynman’s instant response was `What it says in the book is

absolutely wrong!’

Anyone who has had any long-term contact with

Feynman will have a fund of stories such as this one. In

all the things he did, Feynman was never afraid to admit he

was mistaken and he constantly surprised his audience with

his direct and unconventional responses. In this way, the

Feynman stories generated themselves without any overt

act of creation by Feynman himself.

8. Research and teaching

What these anecdotes, and what the lectures illustrate, is

how intimately research and teaching were blended in

Feynman’s approach to any subject. Danny Hillis remem-

bers how Feynman worked on problems at Thinking

Machines [21]. While he was engaged in solving a problem

he hated to be interrupted, but once he had found a

solution `he spent the next day or two explaining it to

anyone who would listen.’ Explanation and communication

of his understanding were an essential part of Feynman’s

methodology. He also had no problem about the fact that

he was sometimes re-creating things that other people

already knewÐ in fact I don’t think he could learn a subject

any other way than by ® nding out for himself.

Carver Mead remembers another, more combative side

to Feynman [5]. Besides improving his skills on integrals in

duels with Hans Bethe, the hot-house atmosphere of Los

Alamos during the war had honed Feynman’s skills in

argument: `The one who blinked ® rst lost the argument.’ As

Mead says, `Feynman learned the game wellÐ he never

blinked.’ For this reason, Feynman would never say what

he was working on: he preferred t̀o spring it, preferably in

front of an audience, after he had it all worked out’. Mead

learnt to tell what problems Feynman cared about by

noticing which topics made him mad when they were

brought up. Furthermore, Mead goes on to say, if

Feynman was stuck about something, `he had a wonderful

way of throwing up a smoke screen’ which Mead calls

Feynman’s `proof by intimidation’.
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Feynman’s grasp of the big picture, coupled with his love

for knowing ® rst-hand of practical details Ð from low-level

programming to lock-pickingÐ gave him an almost unique

perspective on any subject he chose to study. It was this

mastery, both of the minutiae of a subject and of its overall

intellectual framework, that gave him the seemingly

eŒortless ability to move back and forth between the two

levels at will, without getting lost in the detail or losing the

overall plot.

9. How to be an editor

Feynman also declined the èasy’ option of giving the same

course every year: He chose to spend a large part of the last

decade of his life thinking about the fundamentals of

computation. Stan Williams, who works at Hewlett-

Packard on nanostructures, quotes me as saying that the

Feynman Lectures on Computation were the most important

thing I have done in my career. Now I am not sure that I

quite said that, but it is true that I am glad his lectures have

seen the light of day. Furthermore, with the publication of

a companion volume, the links and connections with the

people in the computational community that he was

inspired by, or who were inspired by him, are recorded.

When I took on the job of putting together a companion

volume, I fondly imagined it would be easier than

constructing the ® rst. I little knew what skills an èditor’

requires. Getting agreement in principle for a contribution

is easy: Getting the contribution in reality is much more

di� cult. Some examples will make the point. Marvin

Minsky was wonderfully encouraging about the project

initiallyÐ but I felt bad about telephoning Marvin at his

home at regular intervals, badgering him for his paper.

Gerry Sussman daily demonstrates an incredible breadth

and depth of knowledge, on subjects ranging from

programming in SCHEME to the foundations of classical

mechanics. On talking with him and Tom Knight at MIT,

he described their current research project by holding up his

hand and saying `I want to know how to program this.’ It is

therefore not surprising that I found it di� cult to intrude

on his manifold activities and persuade him to set them

aside for the time required to complete his brief contribu-

tion to this volume. I’m glad he did, since his contribution

to Feynman’s course was worthy of acknowledgement.

A special note of thanks is owing to Rolf Landauer: he

not only was ® rst to deliver his text but he was also wise

enough to apply subtle pressure on me to complete the task.

This he did by telling me he had no doubts about my skills

to put together an exciting volume. There certainly were

times when I doubted whether I would be able to persuade

Charles Bennett to devote enough time to writing up his

talk, that he had given at our Southampton Electronics

celebrations, for his contribution. Since Charles was one of

those who had been responsible for educating Feynman

about the ® eld, and had participated in the original lecture

course, I felt it was important to persevere. Finally, I hit on

the idea of telling him that his colleague, Rolf Landauer,

did not think he would make my ® nal, ® nal deadline . . . .
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